
WALKING EXCURSION TO WOOLWORTHS- shopping and making afternoon tea   

Kindergarten program excursion goals; 

-The children in their small groups (5-6 children to maximise learning and encouraging each child’s voice to 

be heard) will work together to discuss an idea for an afternoon tea. The group will then research and 

agree on the menu item/s and be responsible for the whole process; purchasing, preparing/ cooking and 

serving their ingredients/recipe. 

-They will scaffold their numeracy and literacy development as they create their own shopping list detailing 

the items they will be responsible for purchasing & carrying. They will research and write/mark making or 

observe the teacher writing the names of their ingredients and write the cost on their paper. They can also 

draw picture/s of their items, cut them out of catalogues or research and print the picture from the 

internet. We will then count out how much money they will need (learning about dollars and cents and 

counting). Whilst engaging in open, reflective conversations promoting learning regarding healthy eating 

and wellbeing. 

-They will scaffold their awareness of pedestrian safety as we engage in discussions and practise using the 

road safety message; Stop, Look, Listen Think! The other key safety message that you always hold an adults 

hand when you cross the road will also be practised.  

-Each child will be responsible for finding the ingredients listed on their shopping list; discussing food 

groups and finding ingredients aisle numbers, counting how many they need, and enhancing problem 

solving/resilience if we can’t find the ingredient; verbalising their needs for assistance from shop workers.  

-Each child will then scan and pay for their own items (discussions about money, addition/subtraction and 

turn taking) using the self service check out and carry their items back to CPELC. The wallet, money and 

bag will be supplied by CPELC for the child to be responsible for on the day.  

-They will then be responsible preparing their recipe; cutting, peeling, mixing, cooking or constructing. This 

scaffolds their sense of agency, fine motor development, confidence, responsibility, active listening and 

willingness to accept new challenges.  

 

 

 

 

  

 



BUSH KINDER  

We run weekly Bush Kinder from Columbia Park ELC; they explore, investigate and discover; 
termites and eggs sacs, spider webs, bark, draw and write in the dirt and leaving the area the way 
we found it (respecting habitiats). They collaborate as they rebuilt the bark/branch shelter and we 

talked about how the Aboriginals lived off the land and they called it a Gunyah.  
We promote considered risk taking as they climb trees, play and seek out new challenges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


